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XIV* MORAL PHILOSOPHYMEETS
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Virtue Ethics and the Fundamental
Attribution Error
by GilbertHarman
ABSTRACT
Ordinarymoral thought often commits what social psychologists
call 'the fundamentalattributionerror'.This is the error of ignoring situational
factors and overconfidentlyassuming that distinctive behaviour or patterns of
behaviourare due to an agent's distinctivecharactertraits. In fact, there is no
evidence that people have character traits (virtues, vices, etc.) in the relevant
sense. Since attributionof charactertraits leads to much evil, we should try to
educate ourselvesand others to stop doing it.

I
Folk physics and folk morality. Ordinary untrained physical
intuitions are often in error. For example, ordinary people
expect that somethingdroppedfrom a moving vehicle or airplane
will fall straight down to the point on earth directly underneath
the place from which it was released.In fact, the dropped object
will fall in a parabolic arc in the direction of the movement of
the vehicle or airplane from which it was dropped. This means,
among other things, that bombardiersneed to be trained to go
against their own physical intuitions. There are many similar
examples (McCloskey, 1983; Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, &
Thagard, 1986).
Considering the inadequacies of ordinary physical intuitions,
it is natural to wonder whether ordinarymoral intuitions might
be similarly inadequate. And, while many moral philosophers
seem to put great confidence at least in their own moral
intuitions, others argue for revisions. Consequentialismmay be
put forward not as an attempt to capture intuitive folk morality
but rather as a critique of ordinary intuitions (Kagan, 1989).
Similarly,moral relativismmight be defended as the truth about
*Meeting of the Aristotelian Society, held in Senate House, University of London,
on Monday, 21st June, 1999 at 8.15 p.m.
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morality, whether or not moral relativism accords with everyone s intuitions (Harman, 1996).
On this occasion I discuss a different kind of rejection of folk
morality, one that derives from contemporarysocial psychology.
It seems that ordinary attributions of charactertraits to people
are often deeply misguidedand it may even be the case that there
is no such thing as character,no ordinarycharactertraits of the
sort people think there are, none of the usual moral virtues and
vices.
In attempting to characteriseand explain the movements of a
body, folk physicsplaces too much emphasison assumedinternal
characteristicsof the body, ignoring externalforces. Similarly,in
trying to characteriseand explain a distinctive action, ordinary
thinking tends to hypothesise a correspondingdistinctivecharacteristic of the agent and tends to overlook the relevant details of
the agent's perceived situation.' Because of this tendency, folk
social psychology and more specificallyfolk morality are subject
to what Ross (1977) calls 'the fundamentalattribution error'.
Empirical studies designed to test whether people behave differentlyin ways that might reflecttheir having differentcharacter
traits have failed to find relevantdifferences.It is true that studies
of this sort are very difficult to carry out and there have been
very few such studies. Nevertheless,the existing studies have had
negative results. Since it is possible to explain our ordinarybelief
in character traits as deriving from certain illusions, we must
conclude that there is no empirical basis for the existence of
charactertraits.

II
Character.Character traits must be distinguished from psychological disorders like schizophrenia,mania, and depression, and
from innate aspects of temperament such as shyness or being
basically a happy or sad person. Charactertraits include virtues
and vices like courage, cowardice, honesty, dishonesty, benevolence, malevolence, friendliness,unfriendliness,as well as certain
other traits like friendlinessor talkativeness.
1. 'The relation between lay personology and a more correct theory of personality is
analogous to the relation between lay and scientific physics', Ross and Nisbett, 1991:
161, citing earlier work including Lewin (1935).
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Aristotle (1985) describes the ordinary conception of such
character traits. They are relatively long-term stable disposition
to act in distinctive ways. An honest person is disposed to act
honestly. A kind person is disposed to act kindly. The relevant
dispositions must involve habits and not just skills, involving
habits of desiring.To be sure, as we normallyconceive of certain
charactertraits or virtues, they may involve certain strengths or
skills, as in courage or strength of will (Brandt, 1988). But they
involve more than simply having relevant skills or know-how. A
person with the relevant character trait has a long term stable
disposition to use the relevant skills in the relevant way. Similarly, the virtue of benevolencemay involve practicalknowledge
concerning how to benefit people; but mere possession of that
knowledge with no disposition to use it to benefit people would
be insufficientfor possession of a benevolent character.
In ordinaryconceptions of charactertraits and virtues, people
differ in their possession of such traits and virtues. A particular
charactertrait fits into one or more ranges of ways of behaving.
In some cases, the relevantvirtue can be seen as a mean between
extremes (Aristotle, 1985). Courage is a mean between rashness
and timidity, for example. Properbenevolenceis a mean between
stinginessand profligacy.Wheresome people have a given virtue,
others have one or another correspondingvice. Different ways
in which people behave on differentoccasions are sometimesdue
to their having such different character traits. Finding a wallet
on the sidewalk, an honest person tries to locate the owner,
whereas a dishonest person pockets the contents and throws the
rest of the wallet away. How a stranger reacts to you depends
whether the strangeris basically friendly or unfriendly.
We ordinarilysuppose that a person's charactertraits help to
explain at least some things that the person does. The honest
person tries to returnthe wallet becausehe or she is honest. The
person who pockets the contents of the wallet and throws the
rest of the wallet away does so becausehe or she is dishonest.
The fact that two people regularly behave in different ways
does not establish that they have different charactertraits. The
differences may be due to their different situations rather than
differencesin their characters.To have differentcharactertraits,
they must be disposed to act differently in the same circumstances (as they perceive those circumstances).
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Furthermore,charactertraits are broadbased dispositions that
help to explain what they are dispositions to do. Narrow dispositions do not count. If fifteen year old Herbert is disposed to
refuse to ride any roller coaster, but is not cowardly or fearfulin
other ways, his particulardisposition is not an instance of cowardice or fear and indeed may fail to be an instance of any
character trait at all. If Herbert also acquires a disposition to
refrain from speaking up in history class (but not in other subjects) and the explanation of this latter reluctanceis quite different from the explanation of his avoidance of roller coaster rides,
then these two dispositions are not special cases of a single
charactertrait. Nor can cowardice or fearfulnessbe constructed
out of a collection of quite separabledispositions of this sort, if
there is no common explanation of the resultingbehaviours.

III
VirtueEthics. Some theorists suppose that propermoral development requires moral instruction in virtue. In this view, moral
instruction involves teaching relevant habits of action, perhaps
habits of desire, in some cases also relevant skills. If a learner's
dispositions fall more toward one of the extremes in one or
another relevant range of behaviour, moral educators should
encourage the learnerto aim more towards the opposite extreme
until the right balance is achieved. It is occasionally remarked
that one thing wrong with contemporaryAmericansociety is that
too little attention is being paid to this sort of characterdevelopment (e.g., Bennett, 1993).
Some philosophersargue, further,that morality or perhapsthe
ordinary conception of morality is best analyzed by beginning
with a conception of virtue and character and then explaining
other aspects of morality in terms of that (Taylor, 1991; Hursthouse, 1996). In this view, we determine what a person ought
morally to do in a particular situation by considering what a
person of good character would do in that situation. An act is
morallyright to the extent that it is the result of the agent's good
characterand morally wrongto the extent that it is the result of
2. An alternative view (Harman, forthcoming) is that children no more require moral
instruction in order to acquire morality than they require instruction in their first
language in order to acquire that language.
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the agent's bad character. Perhaps we can also say that a situation or state of affairsis morally good to the extent that it would
be favoured by a good person.
Some versions of virtue ethics connect virtues with human
flourishing.In one version, a virtue is a charactertrait that contributes to the flourishing of the agent. In another version, the
virtues are character traits that contribute to the flourishing of
people in general. In either version, it is not easy to provide a
noncircular account of human flourishing that leaves the
resultingview sounding plausible (Harman, 1983).
The details of how virtue ethics might be developed are interesting, but I do not want to get into them on this occasion. For
present purposes, the main point is that this sort of virtue ethics
presupposes that there are character traits of the relevant sort,
that people differ in what character traits they have, and these
traits help to explain differencesin the way people behave.3

IV
Social Psychology.Philosophershave begun to notice that recent
social psychology challenges ordinary and philosophical views
about charactertraits. Flanagan (1991) discussesthe challenge at
length, arguing that it is not as radical as it may seem. Railton
(1997) thinks the challenge is more serious, as does Doris (forthcoming) in an important book length study.
Let me begin my own account by emphasisingthat the empirical resultsof contemporarysocial psychology can seem extremely
counter-intuitive on first acquaintance. Students of mine who
read parts of Nisbett and Ross' useful textbook (Nisbett & Ross,
1991) report that their parents express dismay at the 'nonsense'
they are being taught at Princeton.
Flanagan (1991), who is a philosophical pioneer in discussing
the relevant social-psychologicalliterature,does not seem to me
fully to appreciateits radical import. He mentions what he calls
the 'extreme view', according to which 'Good behaviour is not
the result of good character.It is the result of a certain kind of
dominating environment. Take away the powerful external
3. But see VII.1.l below, where I mention two versions of 'virtue ethics' that do not
treat virtues as traits of character.
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props, and what seems to be a consistently good characterwill
evaporateinto thin air'. He continues, 'Almost no one holds such
an extreme view'. However, contrary to this remark of Flanagan's, the 'extreme view' is in fact widespread among social
psychologists.
Nisbett and Ross (1991) report that '[t]heexperienceof serious
graduatestudents, who, over the course of four or five years, are
immersed in the problems and the orientation of the field [of
social psychology],... is an intellectually wrenching one. Their
most basic assumptions about the nature and the causes of
human behaviour...arechallenged' (1).
At one point, Nisbett and Ross 'seriously entertained the
hypothesis that most of [the] seeming order [in ordinary human
behaviour] was a kind of cognitive illusion. We believed that
human beings are adept at seeing things as they believe them
to be, at explaining away contradictions and, in particular, at
perceiving people as more consistent than they really are'. Nisbett and Ross now think that there are at least regularitiesin
human behaviourand that lay personalitymay work in the sense
of enabling people to manage in ordinarylife, just as lay physics
works for many ordinarysituations. 'That is, people often make
correctpredictionson the basis of erroneousbeliefs and defective
prediction strategies'(7-8).
[I]neverydayexperiencethe characteristics
of actorsand thoseof
the situationsthey face are typicallyconfounded-in ways that
contributeto preciselythe consistencythatwe perceiveandcount
on in our social dealings.Peopleoften choose the situationsto
whichtheyareexposed;andpeopleoftenarechosenfor situations
on the basis of their manifestor presumedabilitiesand dispositions. Thus, clericsand criminalsrarelyface an identicalor
equivalentset of situationalchallenges.Ratherthey place themselves,and are placedby others,in situationsthat differprecisely
in waysthatinduceclergyto look, act, feel,andthinkratherconsistentlylikeclergyandthatinducecriminalsto look, act,feel,and
thinklikecriminals(19).
In addition, 'individualsmay behave in consistent ways that
distinguish them from their peers not because of their enduring
predispositionsto be friendly, dependent, aggressive,or the like,
but rather because they are pursuingconsistent goals using consistent strategies, in the light of consistent ways of interpreting
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their social world' (20). And 'people sometimesfeel obliged, even
committedto act consistently.This may be because of their social
roles, because of the real-worldincentives'etc. (19).
V
Two Experiments. Social psychologists have shown many different ways in which ordinary observerswrongly infer that actions
are due to distinctive character traits of an agent rather than
relevant aspects of the situation. Here I briefly review two well
known experiments, one by Millgram and one by Darley and
Batson.

V.1 Obedienceto Authority
Millgram (1963) describesan experimentin which a subject was
given the task of administeringan increasingly intense electric
shock to a second person, the 'learner',wheneverthe learnergave
the wrong answer. (Subjects were also told to treat a failure to
answer as a wrong answer.) The shocks started at 15 volts and
increasedin 15 volt intervalsto the highest level of 450 volts. The
device used had labels at various points indicating'Slight Shock',
'Moderate Shock', 'Strong Shock', 'Very Strong Shock', 'Intense
Shock', 'ExtremeIntensity Shock', 'Danger: Severe Shock', and
'XXX'. At the 300 volt level the learnerpounded loudly on the
wall of the room but did not answer the question. This is
repeated at the 315 volt level. At higher levels there was no
furtherresponse from the learner.
Wheneverthe subject asked the experimenterfor advice or the
subject said he did not want to continue, the experimenterhad a
list of four things to say, which would be said only if needed and
only in sequence:(1) 'Please continue' or 'Please go on'. (2) 'The
experimentrequiresthat you continue'. (3) 'It is absolutelyessential that you continue', and (4) 'You have no other choice, you
must go on'. If the subject persistedin asking to stop after being
told these four things, he or she would then be excused.
The experiment was designed to test how far subjects would
go in administering shock under these conditions. The experimenters had expected that few subjects would go beyond the
designation 'Very Strong Shock' (150 volts). But in fact, of the
40 subjects in one (typical) early experiment, all went past that
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point. Five stopped at the 300 volt level right before the label
'Extremely Intense Shock' and the point at which the learner
pounded on the wall. Four more stopped at the next stage, 315
volts, when the learnerpounded the wall again. Two stopped at
330 volts, when the learnermade no response at all. One stopped
at 345 volts and another at 360 volts. The 26 remainingsubjects,
65 per cent of the total, continued on to 450 volts. In other
words, most of the 40 subjectswent all the way to give the maximum shock.
To repeat an important point, the experimenters(and others
whom they questionedboth before and after)did not at all expect
this sort of result. They expected almost everyone to stop well
before 300 volts, by 150 volts. In addition, people who have had
the experimentdescribedto them in detail, tend to be quite confident that, if they had participatedin the original experiment,
they would have stopped administeringshocks at or before that
relatively early point (150 volts), much earlier than anyone did
in the actual experiment.
Now consider any one of the subjectswho went all the way to
450 volts, past the label 'Danger: SevereShock' and well past the
point at which the learner had stopped responding in any way.
It is hard not to think there is something terriblywrong with the
subject. It is extremely tempting to attribute the subject's performance to a character defect in the subject rather than to
details of the situation.
But can we really attribute a 2 to 1 majority response to a
characterdefect?And what about the fact that all subjectswere
willing to go at least to the 300 volt level? Does everyone have
this character defect? Is that really the right way to explain
Millgram'sresults?
A different kind of explanation (Ross & Nisbett, 1991: 56-8)
invokes relevantfeaturesof the situation. First, there is 'the stepwise characterof the shift from relativelyunobjectionablebehaviour to complicity in a pointless, cruel, and dangerous ordeal',
making it difficult to find a rationale to stop at one point rather
than another. Second, 'the difficultyin moving from the intention
to discontinue to the actual termination of their participation',
given the experimenter'srefusalto accept a simple announcement
that the subject is quitting 'The experiment requires that you
continue'. Third, as the experiment went on, 'the events that
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unfolded did not "make sense" or "add up" .... The subjects'
task was that of administering severe electric shocks to a learner
who was no longer attempting to learn anything .... [T]here was
simply no way for [subjects] to arrive at a stable "definition of
the situation".'
The fundamental attribution error in this case consists in 'how
readily the observer makes erroneous inferences about the actor's
destructive obedience (or foolish conformity) by taking the
behaviour at face value and presuming that extreme personal dispositions are at fault.'

V.2 Good Samaritans
The second experiment that I will mention derives from the parable of the Good Samaritan, which goes like this.
'And who is my neighbour?'Jesus replied.'A man was going down
from Jerusalem to Jericho, and he fell among robbers, who
stripped him and beat him, and departed, leaving him half dead.
Now by chance a priest was going down the road; and when he
saw him he passed by on the other side. So likewisea Levite, when
he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other side.
[Levites were important participantsin temple ceremonies.]But a
Samaritan[a religious outcast], as he journeyed, came to where he
was; and when he saw him, he had compassion and went to him
and bound his wounds, pouring on oil and wine; then he set him
on his own beast and brought him to an inn, and took care of
him. And the next day he took out two dennariiand gave them to
the innkeeper,saying, 'Take care of him; and whatevermore you
spend, I will repay you when I come back.' Which of these three,
do you think, proved neighbour to him who fell among the robbers? He said, 'The one who showed mercy on him.' And Jesus
said to him, 'Go and do likewise.' (Luke 10: 29-37, Revised Standard Version.)
Darley and Batson (1973) observe that people can envision various differences between the priest and Levite on the one hand
and the Samaritan on the other hand. The priest and Levite
might have well have had their minds on religious matters,
whereas the Samaritan probably did not. The priest and Levite
were probably hurrying along to various appointments, whereas
the Samaritan was probably less in a hurry. The parable also
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suggests that there is a differencein type of religiosityor morality. The priest and Levite in Jesus's act virtuously in order to
please God, where the Samaritanresponds more directly to the
needs of another person.
The standardinterpretationof the parablefocuses on the third
of these variables,the type of religious or moral characterof the
agent.
Darley and Batson designed an experiment aimed at
uncovering which of these differencesmight be most relevant to
explaining the differencesin behaviour. Subjects in this experiment were students at Princeton Theological Seminary.As each
subject arrived, he was informed that he was to give a talk that
would be recorded in another building. Along the way to the
place for the talk, the subject encountereda 'victim' slumped in
a doorway. The question was under what conditions would a
subject stop to help the victim.
Half of the subjectswere assigned to talk on the Good Samaritan Parable;the others were assigned a different topic. Some of
the subjectswere told they were late and should hurry;some were
told they had just enough time to get to the recordingroom; and
some were told they would arrive early. Judging by their
responses to a questionnaire, they had different religious and
moral orientations.
The only one of these variables that made a difference was
how much of a hurrythe subjectswere in. 63 per cent of subjects
that were in no hurry stopped to help, 45 per cent of those in a
moderate hurry stopped, and 10 per cent of those that were in a
great hurry stopped. It made no differencewhether the students
were assigned to talk on the Good SamaritanParable,nor did it
matter what their religious outlook was.
Standardinterpretationsof the Good SamaritanParablecommit the fundamental attribution error of overlooking the situational factors, in this case overlooking how much of a hurrythe
various agents might be in.
VI
Direct Empirical Challenges to Character Traits. But don't we

know from ordinary experience that people differ in character
traits?Here it is useful to consider related issues.
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Psychoanalysts acquire a considerable experience in treating
patients and can cite many instances in which psychoanalytic
treatmentis successful.However, empiricalstudies of psychoanalytic treatment as compared with no treatment have found no
objective benefit. (Dawes, 1994).
Some diagnosticians have used Rorschach inkblot tests to
make psychological diagnoses. It seemed to those using these
tests that they had abundant evidence that certaincharacteristics
of the test results were diagnostic of certain disorders.Empirical
studies showed there was no correlationbetween those characteristics and the test results. (Nisbett & Ross, 1980: 93-7).
Many employers are convinced that useful informationcan be
gained from interviewingpotential employees. However, for the
most part, interviews simply add noise to the decision process.
Empirical studies indicate that decisions made on information
availableapart from an intervieware more reliablethan decisions
made when an interview is added. (Ross & Nisbett, 1991: 1368).
Discovery of such errorsin reasoninghas encouragedresearch
into why people are subject to such errors (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974, Nisbett & Ross, 1980). One suggested reason is confirmation bias. Given a hypothesis, one tends to look for
confirmingevidence. Finding such evidence, one takes it to support the hypothesis. Evidence against the hypothesis tends to be
ignored or downplayed.
Ross and Nisbett suggest that the initial source of the fundamental attribution error may have to do with Gestalt considerations of figure and ground. Where we distinguish figure from
ground, we pay more attention to figure and less to ground and
we try to explain what happens in terms of features of the figure
ratherthan in terms of featuresof the ground. Typicallythe actor
is figure and the situation is ground, so we seek an explanation
of the action in features of the actor in the foreground rather
than in features of the background situation. The suggested
explanation is then subject to confirmationbias. Additional support comes from the fact that other people give explanations in
terms of dispositional features of agents rather than in terms of
aspects of their situations.
When investigators have looked for objective evidence that
people differ in character traits, the results have been much as
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with psychoanalysis,Rorschachtests, and interviews.People take
themselvesto have lots of evidence that agents differ in character
traits. Yet empirical studies have not found any objective basis
for this confidence. Summarisinga number of studies, Ross and
Nisbett (1991: 95) report that the 'average correlation between
differentbehaviouralmeasuresdesigned to tap the same personality trait (for examples,impulsivity,honesty, dependency,or the
like) was typically in the range between 0.10 and 0.20, and often
was even lower'. These are very low correlations,below the level
which people can detect. Using such correlationsto make predictions yields hardly any improvementover guessing. Even if predictions are limited to people one takes to be quite high on a
particulartrait, the correlationsare still very low.
Ross and Nisbett observe that people have some appreciation
of the role of situation in the way they understandsuch stories
as The Prince and the Pauper or the movie Tr-adingPlaces. But
for the most part, people are quick to infer from specific actions
to charactertraits.
It is true that there are better correlations for very specific
situations. 'Hartshorneand May (1928) found that the tendency
to copy from an answerkey on a generalinformationtest on one
occasion was correlated 0.79 with copying from an answer key
on a similar test six months later. Newcomb (1929) found that
talkativeness at lunch was a highly stable attribute;it just was
not very highly correlated with talkativeness on other
occasions....' (Ross & Nisbett, 1991: 101).
Surprisingly, Flanagan (1991) argues that this shows there
really are character traits, 'albeit not traits of unrestrictedglobality or totally context-independentones'. I guess he means such
character traits as 'being disposed to copy from an answer key
on a certain sort of test' and 'being talkative at lunch'. But, first,
no reason has been given for thinking that these specific narrow
regularities in behaviour reflect dispositions or habits rather
than, for example, skills or strategies that have worked in the
past. Second, and more importantly for our purposes, ordinary
thinking about personalityand characterattributesis concerned
with more global traits like honesty and talkativeness.
Flanagan concludes: 'Yes, there are charactertraits. The language of charactertraits picks out psychologicallyreal phenomena.' But I do not see that he has cited any empirical evidence
for this claim.
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Flanagan also seems to think that it inconsistent to argue
against charactertraits by appeal to the fundamentalattribution
error. He says, 'It is telling against the situationalistwho is also
an eliminativist that he will have extreme difficulty (indeed he
courts inconsistency) in positing attributionalbiases of any sort
if by these he means to refer to what he must be taken to want
to refer to, namely, dispositionsto think in certain ways' (305).
But this is true only if a 'situationalist'is someone who denies
that there are any dispositions at all, or who (perhapslike Skinner, 1974) denies that it is useful to explain anything in terms of
dispositions. The issue we have been concerned with is whether
people differ in certain particulardispositions-character traits.
To deny that people differ significantlyin charactertraits is not
to deny that they have any dispositions at all. People might well
all share certain dispositions, such as a disposition to make the
fundamental attribution error. Secondly, they might differ in
various dispositions that do not constitute charactertraits, such
as personality disorders and other mental illnesses. (So, for
example, to deny that there are charactertraits is not to accept
the view in Laing, 1960, that schizophreniais simply a rational
response to a difficult family situation.)
VII
Benefitsof Appreciatingthe FundamentalAttributionError.There
are various benefits to a proper appreciation of ways in which
ordinary moral thinking rest on the fundamental attribution
error.
VII.l Philosophy
VII.1.1 Virtue Ethics
Characterbased virtue ethics may offer a reasonable account of
ordinary moral views. But to that extent, these ordinary views
rest on error.
It is worth mentioning that there are variants of virtue ethics
that do not require character traits in the ordinary sense. For
example, Thomson (1996) tries to explicate moral thinking by
appeal to judgements about whether particularactions are just
or courageous or whatever. To the extent that such judgements
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are concernedentirelywith the action and not with any presumed
underlyingtrait of character,Thomson's enterpriseis unaffected
by my discussion.
Maria Merritt (forthcoming)has been developing a version of
virtue ethics that emphasises the role of the situation in maintaining relevant regularitiesin behaviour.
VI1.1.2 Better Understandingof Moral Luck
Adam Smith (1759) wrote about the influenceof fortune on our
moral judgements, giving nice examples. Someone carelessly
throws a brick over a wall. His companion may complain about
this even if no harm is done. But if the brick does hit someone,
much greatercondemnation ensues. Nagel (1979) gives a similar
example of a driverwho takes his eyes off the road for a second.
That's bad, but suppose in that second a child darts into the
street and is hit. Then much worse condemnation seems
appropriate.

Smith and Nagel note that from a certain point of view, our
moral judgement of the act should be based entirely on the
motives of the agent and the agent's epistemic situation, so that
from that point of view there should be no difference between
two cases that are the same in those respects in one of which
someone is hit by the brick (or car) and in the other of which no
one is hit. Yet, it is clear that we will judge the cases differently.
Perhaps these are simply furtherinstances of the fundamental
attribution error. This bad thing has happened and we attribute
it to the bad characterof the agent in the foreground.
VII.2 Real Life
VII.2.1 Moral Education
If there is no such thing as character,then there is no such thing
as characterbuilding.
VII.2.2 Tolerance
When things go wrong, we typically blame the agent, attributing
the bad results to the agent's bad character. Even when things
do not go bad, we are quick to interpretactions as expressiveof
charactertraits, often hostile traits. For example, a person with
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poor vision may fail to recognise an acquaintance, who then
attributesthis to coldness in that person.
A greater understandingof the agent's situation and how it
contributed to the action can lead to a greater tolerance and
understandingof others.
VII.2.3 Better Understandingof EthnicHatred
Recent terrible events in the former Yugoslavia are often attributed to historical 'ethnic hatreds'. Yet it is possible to explain
these events in rational terms (Hardin, 1995). Suppose there are
limited resourcesand a successfulcoalition will benefit its members more than those excluded from the coalition. Such a coalition is possible only if insiderscan be distinguishedfrom excluded
outsiders and only if it is possible to keep members from
defecting to other groups. Coalitions formed around ethnic or
religious lines might succeed. The threat that one such coalition
may form can lead other groups to form competing coalitions
and to struggle against each other. If stakes are high enough,
such struggles can become violent. If we attribute the resulting
violence to ethnic hatred, we may very well doubt that there is
anything we can do. If we understandthe way the violence arises
from the situation, we may see more opportunities to end the
conflict.
VIII
Summary.We very confidentlyattributecharactertraits to other
people in order to explain their behaviour. But our attributions
tend to be wildly incorrectand, in fact, there is no evidence that
people differ in character traits. They differ in their situations
and in their perceptions of their situations. They differ in their
goals, strategies, neuoses, optimism, etc. But charactertraits do
not explain what differencesthere are.
Our ordinary views about character traits can be explained
without supposing that there are such traits. In trying to explain
why someone has acted in a certain way, we concentrate on the
figure and ignore the ground. We look at the agent and ignore
the situation. We are naYvein our understanding of the way
others view a given situation. We suffer from a confirmationbias
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that leads us to ignore evidence against our attributions of
character.
It is very hard to do studies that might indicate whetheror not
people differ in character traits, but the few studies that have
been done do not support this idea. We must conclude that,
despite appearances,there is no empirical support for the existence of charactertraits.
Furthermore,it is clear that ordinarythinking about character
traitshas deplorableresults,leading to massivemisunderstanding
of other people, promoting unnecessaryhostility between individuals and groups, distorting discussions of law and public policy, and preventing the implementation of situational changes
that could have useful results.
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